
SPOLIARIUM REACTION PAPER

The Spoliarium is a painting created by Filipino painter Juan Luna. that this painting is only a size of a canvass of a long
bond paper either.

The difference is exactly 99 years. This scene was possibly the most heart-breaking moment of every gladiator
fight because this was where defeat, agony and pain rolled into one. Del Pilar among them in their fight for
reforms. I can see blood of every person dragging by the soldiers in one place. AR Adviser: Professor Joshua
Tayco In an inventive and imaginative way, I never knew Id fall for a musical play after watching such after
how many years. Luna featured dead gladiators being dragged towards the darkest and most dreaded part of
the Roman Colosseum. He saw the drama and the theatricality of the spolarium--a part of the Roman edifice
where spoils are dumped. The creepy and loud music in this scene gave the audience and me as being one of
the audience to have a heart-pounding air of tension and violence. We can see the main actor of the painting as
he is being dragged by another gladiator into the darkness, and this is where the story starts. It seems that she
is the relative of one of the Gladiators in the scene. Gladiators are not treated with the same respect as other
people. In the end of the tournament, the winner gets his freedom, but in the process hundreds must die. The
gladiator on the center can be depicted as well as the Filipino heroes who fought bravely. After a gladiator
satisfied and entertained the roaring Roman crowd, the gladiator is castoff as a piece of trash belonging to his
own class of crushed and deserted players. You would describe the painting as tragic and hardship. In , Luna
seemed to have predicted that 99 years thereafter there would be an event that is more likely the same as the
scene in his painting. We are clever and talented in all fields we has. They showed Philippine Revolution from
the point of view of a respected heroic protagonist, Juan Luna. They are forced to go against each other to the
death, without a choice. Last summer, the National Art Gallery, which houses the works of Fernando
Amorsolo and over paintings of Juan Luna, including the famous Spoliarium, was opened to the public for
free. She may be related to the gladiator, and yet she is helpless on the side witnessing the death of a loved
one. Luna was far greater than these European artists portraying the game and the edifice. The same went to
Spanish officials and government workers. The audience is also an eye capture scene, because they are very
happy while they were seen a Gladiators pleading to freed them. Dead from fighting with another gladiator,
which are other Filipinos, for the self-gain of their oppressors, the Spanish overlords. The Philippines had
become a place where erring Spanish clergymen were exiled. The painting won the first gold medal in the
National Exposition of Fine arts in Madrid in  For instance, in the Philippines most of these are evident. In my
interpretation, Juan Luna made this painting as his visualization of what Filipino people experience in the past
years. I noticed the woman that was crying on the upper right side of the painting. Estrella The surrounding is
getting dark Someone called my name Eleven floors. For me, Spoliarium is the greatest painting of all times.
Antonio Luna. Around the perimeter of the Colosseum, at a distance of 18 m 59 ft from the perimeter, was a
series of tall stone posts, with five remaining on the eastern side. Tanada as the director stages the scene
through a doorway prop between them. On the extreme right of the painting, we can see a woman wearing a
very dark-colored teal dress showing her shoulders with her back facing the viewer.


